**Junior Biologist/Environmental Technician**

**Sartori Environmental Inc.** is a boutique environmental consulting agency, based in North Vancouver and servicing various industries throughout BC.

We are looking to fulfill a full-time, temporary or contract position as of **June, 2019**. The Junior Biologist/Technologist is an important role in our team.

Job tasks include Environmental Monitoring, Environmental Development Permitting, Erosion and Sediment Control (planning and auditing), Fish & Wildlife Surveys/Salvages, and Water Quality for a variety of construction and natural resource development projects.

If you're looking for flexible work environment and seeking exposure to a wide range of responsibilities, you'll find it at Sartori.

**Qualifications and Requirements:**

- 4-year Degree in Biology, Environmental Science or Environmental Engineering are preferred. BCIT Fish, Wildlife and Recreation Diploma would be considered an asset.
- Eligibility for certification with the following associations which we are affiliated:
  - College of Applied Biology - R.B.Tech (B.Tech) or R.P.Bio (BIT) streams
  - Erosion & Sediment Control Association of BC - ESC technician or CPESC/IT
  - ECO Canada - EP/EPt Designation
- Prior experience working alongside construction and land development would also be considered an asset.
- Ability to work independently and as part of a group, under tight deadlines.
- Strong interpersonal skills are important for client, contractor and regulatory communications.
- Strong organizational and time management skills, and can adapt quickly to changing priorities.
- Technically proficient in desktop research methods, word processing and mapping. Strong technical report writing would be an asset.

Apply by **May 15, 2019** – We look forward to hearing from our prospective candidates!